A cubical polytope is a convex polytope all of whose facets are combinatorial cubes. 
I. Introduction
A convex d-polytope P is called cubical if all its facets are combinatorial cubes. According to the definition of a simple d-polytope, where each vertex is d-valent, P is called almost simple if each vertex of P is d-valent or (d ÷ 1 )-valent.
Almost simple cubical polytopes with arbitrarily large vertex numbers can be constructed as follows (see [5] ). Given a cubical d-polytope Q, the polytope P is a capped polytope over Q if there is a combinatorial d-cube C such that P = Q u C and Q A C is a facet of both Q and C. We say that P is n-fold capped if it can be obtained from a combinatorial cube by n capping operations for some n/> 0. For each n, exactly one almost simple n-fold capped polytope exists, which we call linearly capped (see Fig. 1 depicting the 2-fold capped 3-polytopes). We remark that, for d >/4, a d-polytope combinatorially isomorphic to a capped one is itself capped.
More interesting is another class of almost simple cubical polytopes. Letting 0P be the boundary complex of P, the polytope P is called liftable if 0P can be embedded into the boundary complex of a (d + 1)-cube. The liftable polytopes are described in detail in Section 3, and Figs. 2 and 3 depict the liftable 3-polytopes. Clearly, a liftable d-polytope is cubical, almost simple, and has at most 2 a+l vertices. For d/> 4, we show that these three properties in fact characterize the liftable polytopes. Moreover, we completely characterize the almost simple cubical polytopes. 
Corollary 1. For d~>4, a d-polytope is liftable if and only if it is cubical, almost
simple, and has at most 2 d+l vertices.
If follows from Theorem 1 that an almost simple cubical d-polytope with more than 2 d+l vertices is linearly capped for d~>4. This is not true for d--3, as the Schlegel diagram in Fig. 4 shows. It is easily seen that Corollary 1 is also not true for d=3.
The total number of liftable polytopes is easily seen to be the following (see Section 3). An important consequence of Corollary 1 is the following. One might conjecture that the cubical d-polytopes with up to 2 a+l vertices are precisely the liftable ones, which would provide a natural characterization of all the cubical polytopes with 'few' vertices. The conjecture is supported by [2] , where the cubical d-polytopes with fewer than 2 a+l vertices are shown to be liftable for d~>4. However, the 2-fold nonlinearly capped polytope is a cotmterexample: it has 2 a+l vertices, but is not liftable, since it is not almost simple. Now we have shown in [3, 4] that, for d~>4, all the other cubical d-polytopes with up to 2 d+l vertices are almost simple, and so Corollary 1 yields immediately Theorem 3. For d ~>4, the cubical d-polytopes with up to 2 d+l vertices are the liftable ones and the 2-fold nonlinearly capped polytope.
The proof of Theorem 1 is carried out in three steps. First, we study the (d-3)-faces of P, and then we distinguish two cases according as P has a d-valent vertex or not. In the second case, we reconstruct P from certain (d-3)-faces. In the first case, we change parts of ~3P to get a 'smaller' polytope; this part of the proof extends some basic ideas of [2] . Such changes of OP, however, in general do not again yield a polytope. So we must pass to almost simple cubical (d-1 )-spheres (see Section 4) . In fact, we prove Theorem 1 for almost simple cubical (d-1)-spheres.
Theorem 1 r. For d~>4, each almost simple cubical (d-1)-sphere is isomorphic to a liftable d-polytope or to a linearly capped one.

Some terminology and notation
For P a convex d-polytope, let t~P be the boundary complex of P, and let vertP be the set of vertices of P. Moreover, a subfacet (of a facet ~) of P is a (d-2)-face of P (contained in ~), and a d-valent vertex of P is called a simple vertex.
Let J be a set of convex polytopes. If the elements of d together with their faces form a complex, we call it the complex formed by sJ. Let o,~ be a complex such that either ~" is formed by some facets of an n-polytope, or set ~ is a topological (n-1)-ball for some n. Then each (n-2)-face of ~ lies in one or two (n-1)-faces of Off and is accordingly called outer or inner (n-2)-face of :,~U. The outer (n-2)-faces of ~ form the complex of its outer faces.
A combinatorial isomorphism is briefly called an isomorphism. Write ~ ~ ~2 for isomorphic complexes ~ and JU2.
A cube is a combinatorial cube. We need the following properties of the cube and some related terminology. For each facet ~ of an n-cube C n, there is a unique facet ~1 disjoint from ~, which is called the facet opposite to ~. Let F be a j-face of C n for 0 ~<j ~<n-2, let ~ ..... o~n_j be the facets containing F, and let ~11',.-., ~-j be the corresponding opposite facets. Then F' :--~11 n ... n ~"/_j is also a j-face, and is called the j-face opposite to F. We extend this terminology also to j = n, saying that the n-cube C n is the n-face opposite to C n.
For opposite facets ~ and ~-' of C n, each j-face (1 <<.j<~n -1) not lying in ~ or ~' meets ~ and ~-t in (j-1)-faces, which we call related faces of ~ and ~r.
The following lemma is about sets of facets of a cube. Proof. We may assume C n to be a metrical cube. Then the proof is immediate by using induction on n and orthogonal projection on a suitable facet of C n. []
Liftable polytopes
Let d >~ 3, and let C d+l be a (d + 1 )-cube. By definition, a d-polytope P is liftable if OP ~ ~" for some subcomplex 3(( of dC d+l . We already know that such polytopes are cubical, almost simple, and have at most 2 d+l vertices. Our aim is to describe them more closely.
First we show that each subcomplex X of OC d+l such that set 9ff is a topological (d -1)-sphere, in fact occurs as boundary complex of a liftable d-polytope. Indeed, each such :,T is the complex of the outer faces of some subcomplex ~ of OC d÷l formed by d-faces of aC d+l and such that set~,~ is a topological d-ball. Moreover, since the number of d-faces of C d+l is 2(d + 1), the number of d-faces of ~ may be assumed to be at most d + 1. Now by Lemma 2.1, opposite d-faces ~ and ~t of C d+l exist with o~ E ~, and ~1 ~ ~. We may assume that C d+l C ~d+l = ~d X ~, and ~ C ~dx {1}, and ~'C ~d× {0}. Considering successively the other pairs of opposite d-faces of C d+l, we may assume that some point p E ~dx {k}, for some large k>0, is beyond each d-face of 3~, but beneath each d-face not belonging to ~. Thus the projection ¢p of C d+l onto R d, by rays issuing from p, maps and )ff onto isomorphic complexes ~o(~) and tp(Jf), respectively, and it maps C d+l onto a convex polytope P with P = set cp(~") and 0P = q~(X), and P is the desired liftable polytope.
It follows from P = set ¢p(~) that each combinatorial type of liftable polytopes can be represented by a union of at most d + 1 d-cubes forming a complex. This is indicated in Figs. 2 and 3 . The vertices of P are the outer vertices of ~p(~>). Thus vertP =vert ~p(~) except when :,~ is the star of some vertex in C d+l.
From P = set tp(~) we get a description of the liftable polytopes. If ~ contains a pair of opposite d-faces of C d+l, then P has 2 d+l vertices and is the convex hull of two disjoint d-cubes (see Fig. 3 ). Otherwise, induction on the number of d-faces of ~ shows that ~ is formed by all the d-faces containing some (d-n)-face (see Fig. 2 ). Then P has fewer than 2 d+l vertices, and is called n-elementary (see [2] ). From a combinatorial point of view, the boundary complexes of an n-elementary and an (n + 1)-elementary cubical polytope are related by an operation similar to the bistellar operations for simplicial polytopes in [8] .
Clearly, exactly d + 1 nonisomorphic elementary cubical d-polytopes exist.
To determine the number of nonisomorphic liftable polytopes P, we show first that an embedding of ~P into OC d+l is unique up to isomorphisms of C d+l. In fact, let ..... 4n be a labelling of the facets of P, and let ~/ be the complex formed by ..... 4 for I <~i<~m. We may assume that 4+1 has a common subfacet F/+I with some facet 41 of Xi, and that, for i~>2, the subfacet F//+I has a common (d-3)-face with another facet 42 of ~i. Clearly, all the embeddings of ~ff2 into OC a+l are isomorphic, and we now consider a given embedding of ~/for i~>2. The (d-2)-face F,-+l lies in 4, and in two other (d-1)-faces of OC a+l, and at least one of them is spanned by/]/+i and some edge of 42. This means that the embedding of 4+1 is uniquely determined by the embedding of 41 and 42, i.e., of ~/. Thus, jug,, = 3,0 is uniquely embedded into OC a+l. 
Almost simple cubical (d --1)-spheres
A topological cube is the topological image of a cube together with its faces. A finite family ~ of topological cubes in ~d is called a topological cubical complex if Proof. This is known to be true for simplicial pl-spheres, see [6] or [1, p. 512] .
To prove it generally, recall that a simplicial convex d-polytope T with d + 2 vertices is the convex hull of an r-simplex T r and an s-simplex T s (r~>l, s>~l, r +s=d) lying in complementary subspaces of R a, such that T r N T s is a single relatively interior point of each simplex, see [7, p. 139] . Coloring the vertices of T r black and those of T s white, we see that T has at least two black and two white vertices, and a subset of vert T spans a facet of T if and only if it misses one black and one white vertex. Hence, the given simplicial (d-1)-sphere S is polytopal if and only if its vertices can be colored that way.
We use induction on d to find such a coloring. The case d = 2 being trivial, assume d >i 3. Since S is not isomorphic to a simplex, S must have a (d + 1)-valent vertex p. Then the complex star p contains all the vertices of S, and the complex link p of its outer faces is a simplicial (d -2)-sphere with d + 1 vertices, which is polytopal by the induction hypothesis. Thus the vertices of link p can be colored as described above.
It remains to color p appropriately. So consider a facet ~ E S. If p E ~, then, in fact, ~ misses one black and one white vertex, no matter how p is colored. So let p ¢ ~, that is, vert ~ c link p. Then ~ misses just one vertex of link p, which may be black or white, and ~ is accordingly denoted by ~b or ~w. For any two such facets ~b and ~w, their intersection ~b N ~-w misses one black and one white vertex of link p, hence is a (d-2)-face of link p, which lies in a facet through p, in addition to ~ and ~w. However, this is impossible, since set S is a (d-1)-sphere. Thus only facets ~ or facets ~w occur, say facets O~b. Hence, coloring p white makes each facet of S miss one black and one white vertex.
Conversely, each subset M of vert S missing one black and one white vertex spans a facet of S. Indeed, if p E M, this follows from the properties of link p. So let p CM. Then M C link p misses one vertex of link p, which must be black, since p is white. Now a facet o~0 missing p exists; put M0 := vert o~0. Then, by the above, M0 also misses one black vertex of link p. We may assume M ¢ M0. 
Regular and singular (d-3)-faces
The fact that ~ is almost simple is of consequence to the 
The singular (d -3)-faces of a given facet
Let .~-be a given facet of ~, and let 6 e be the set of the singular (d -3)-faces of W. In this section, we describe the possible 5e. A first step is Lemma 6.1. Remark. It is not difficult to show that Lemma 6.3 remains true for each cubical polytope if we replace the last 'is' by 'may be'.
Let o~ be a facet of ~, and let 5 p be the set of the singular (d-3)-faces of ~. Then the subfacets of o~ fall into two sets forming complexes M6, ~) and )~t(o~) such that 5 # consists of the common (d-3)-faces of M(~) and J(,l(~), which are also their respective outer (d-3)-faces.
We now distinguish two cases according as ~ has simple vertices or not. The case where t~ has simple vertices is discussed in Sections 7-9, the other case in the remaining sections.
Subcomplexes of
Throughout Sections 7-9, let ~ have simple vertices. We determine ~ completely by extending some basic ideas of [2] , where considerable simplifications are obtained by the above Lemma 6.3.
We begin with some definitions. For a face K of o ~, we define ~(K) and ~n(K), in analogy to ~(K) and ~n(K), to be the complexes formed by all the facets of containing K or intersecting K, respectively. Letting cg be the boundary complex of the d-cube, a topological cubical complex is said to be cubal if it is isomorphic to some subcomplex of ~. We have In the following, we assume that ~ is not isomorphic to cg. Let K0 be a simple face of ~ with maximal dimension k0, where 0~<ko ~<d-1. The complete determination of will be based on K0. By Lemma 7.1, ~n(K0) is cubal, and the next lemma is about the simple faces of ~n(K0). There is another important property of ~\~n(Ko). Lemma 7.6. Each facet of :\:n(Ko) has at most one outer subfacet.
Proof. Assume to the contrary that some facet ~ E ~\~n(K0) has two outer subfacets F1 and F2. Then, by Lemma 7.5, F1 and F2 are opposite in ~-. Lemma 7.5 also implies that any other facet of ~\~n(Ko) intersecting F1 or F2 in a (d-3)-face has two opposite outer subfacets. Since the outer subfacets of ~\~n(K0) coincide with those of 9°n(Ko), it follows that, for each outer subfacet FI E~n(Ko), there is an outer subfacet Fe E ~'n(Ko) so that F1 and F2 are opposite outer subfacets of some facet ~-E ~\~n(Ko).
For i= 1,2, each subfacet Fi also lies in a facet ~/E ~n(Ko). Note that ~-AKo is ko-or (/Co -1)-dimensional, with /Co = dim Ko and 0 ~<ko ~<d-1. Assume first ko d-1. Then, since F1 was an arbitrary outer subfacet of :~n(Ko), we may assume ~-1 N Ko to be ko-dimensional, that is, ffl D Ko. Thus, o~1 and ~2 have a common vertex v E Ko. Since v is simple, it lies in /co edges of Ko, and in precisely d-ko further edges el .... , ea-ko of ~; let v 1 ..... Vd-~o be their other vertices, respectively. ~-1 is spanned by Ko together with d-k0 -1 of these edges. Now, since the outer subfacet F1 C ~ is disjoint from Ko and in particular from v, some vertex of F1 is joined with v by some edge ej,, i.e., F1 contains the vertex vjl. Likewise, F2 contains a vertex v j2 for some j2, no matter whether ~2 M K0 is ko-or (ko -1)-dimensional.
Recall that F1 and Fz are opposite, i.e., disjoint subfacets of ~ E ~\~n(K0). Thus v j, ~ vj~, and vj~, vj~ E ~. So the edges e j, and e j2 through v are different, and they span a 2-face, which is also spanned by vj~ and vj~, and so lies in ~. Thus v E ~. However, this contradicts the fact that v E Ko is an inner vertex of ~n(K0), and the lemma is proved for 0 ~< ko ~< d-2.
So let ko=d-1. Then ~n(Ko) is isomorphic to the boundary complex c£ of a d-cube with one facet removed. Now, since Fl and F2 are opposite subfacets of E ~\~n(Ko), they are disjoint. Thus, they together contain all the outer vertices of .~n(Ko), and so does ~,~. It follows that ~,~cg, which contradicts the assumption on ~. Thus the lemma is also proved for k0--d-1. []
The replacing operation
In this section, we replace the cubal subcomplex ~n(K0) in ~ by some 'smaller' complex. For that purpose we use off, the boundary complex of the d-cube. Since ~n(Ko) is cubal, it is isomorphic to some subcomplex of cg. More closely, choose a (dimKo)-face of c£ and denote it also by K0; let K~ be the face of ~ opposite to K0. Let cgn(Ko) and Cg(K~) be the subcomplexes of cg defined as for ~. Then ~n(Ko) ~ ~n(Ko).
It follows that a homeomorphism ~o from ~n(K0) onto ~n(K0) exists. Moreover, since both set cgn(Ko) and set Cg(K~) are topological (d-1)-balls, and since their boundaries coincide, the identity map on their common boundary is extendible to a homeomorphism ~b from set cgn(Ko) onto set Cg(K6). Then (qjo ~o) -1 is a homeomorphism from set ~(K~) onto set ~n(Ko), and it is also a homeomorphism between the subcomplexes of the outer faces of Cg(K~) and ~n(Ko). Identifying ¢g(K~) with its image under (~k o ~o) -l, we can replace the subcomplex ~n(Ko) in ~ by ~(K~), thus obtaining again a finite family 3' of topological cubes, with set ~ = set ~.
The subcomplexes cgn(Ko) and ~g(K6) are called complementary (relative to cg). Since ~n(Ko) is homeomorphic to Wn(Ko), we also call :~n(Ko) and Cg(K~) complementary. So ,~ arises from ~ by replacing ~n(Ko) by its complementary subcomplex ~K(K~). We have: Proof. In order to show that 2 is a complex, note that 2 consists of the two complexes ~\:~n(K0) and Cg(K~), pasted together along their outer faces. Condition (1) is clearly satisfied. To prove (2) , it is enough to show that for any two faces L1 C ~'\~n(K0) and L2ECg(K~), their intersection L1NL2 is a face of each of them. If L1 nL2 is empty, there is no more to prove. Otherwise, L1 nL2 is the union of outer faces of both ~\~n(K0) and ff(K~). So let vl be an outer vertex of L1. Now L1 lies in a facet ~l E ~\:~n(K0). Then vl E ~-1, and Lemma 4.3(a) implies that ~1 has an outer (d -3)-face through Vl, and, by Lemma 7.5, it even has an outer subfacet F1 through v~. The same argument together with Lemma 7.6 implies that each outer vertex of o~1 lies in F1. Thus L1 nL2 cF1, and hence L1NL2 =(L1 nFl)n(L2 nFl). Since F1 is a face of both ~\~n(Ko) and Cg(K~), it follows that L1 nL2 is, in fact, a face of L1 and L2, so that (2) is also satisfied, and ~ is a complex.
From set 2 = set ~ it follows that 2 is a cubical (d-1)-sphere. It remains to show that ~ is almost simple. Let k0 := dim K0 = dim K~, with 0 ~<k0 ~<d-1. The assertion is true for ko I>2, since then all the vertices and edges of Cg(K~) are outer ones, and replacing ~n(K0) by Cg(K~) creates no new vertices nor edges.
In case/co = 1, replacing ~n(K0) by Cg(K~) creates no new vertex, but the new edge K~. Letting vl and v2 be its vertices, it suffices to show them to be d-valent in :~. We now compare ~ and 2; note that, while ~ ~ cg is assumed, 2 ~ cg is possible.
Lemma 8.2. Let ko be the maximal dimension of a simple face of ~', and let ko be the same for 2, where 0 <~ ko <~ d -1 and 0 <~ [Co <<. d -1. Then we have -If ko = O, then Ico= 1, and the vertex number of :~ equals that of ~. -If ko > O, then ko = ko or fco = ko + 1, and the vertex number of 2 is smaller than that of ~ by 2 k°. Moreover, 2 ,,~ cg implies ko = d -1.
Proof. Recall that 2 results from :~ by replacing ~n(K0) in ~ by the complementary Cg(K~), and /co-dim Ko = dim K~. In order to specify the simple vertices of 2, note that the valence of an inner vertex of ~\~n(Ko) is determined by ~, and Cg(K~) has no inner vertices, except for ko = 0 the vertex K~, which is clearly simple. So we study first how transition from ~' to 2 changes the valence of the outer vertices of ~\~n(Ko), which are also the outer vertices of both ~n(Ko) and Cg(K~). Then we prove the lemma by considering the various facets ~ E 2, and determining the dimension fc(~-) of a maximal simple face of ~-; put/C(~-) =-1 if ~-has no simple vertices.
We start with the case ko = 0, that is, Ko and K~ are vertices. By Lemmas 7.3 and 6.3, an outer vertex of ~n(Ko) is simple in ~ if and only if it is opposite to Ko in some facet of ~n(Ko). Such a vertex lies in an edge of ~(K~) through K~ and so is (d+ 1)-valent in 2. On the other hand, those outer vertices of ~n(K0) lying in an edge through Ko are simple in ~; they are opposite to K~ in some facet of (8(K~).
It follows that, for each facet ~-E~(K~), its vertices simple in ~ are just K~ and its opposite vertex, so that/~(~)=0 for ~EqT(K~). Now let ~ be a facet of ~\~n(K0). If ~ has no outer vertices of ~\~n(K0), then, clearly, /C(~)~<~. If ~ has outer vertices of ~\#n(K0), then it follows from Lemmas 4.3(a), 7.5, and 7.6 that ~ has an outer subfacet F containing all these outer vertices. By the above, Let ~ be a facet of C~(K~). Recall that ¢g(K~) and ~n(Ko) together form the complex with opposite ko-faces Ko and K~, so that ~ is a facet of cg containing K~. Let K~ ~ be the k0-face of ~" opposite to K~. Then it is easily seen that, of all the vertices of ~, precisely those of K~ ~ are linked by an edge with some vertex of Ko. Thus K~ ~ is the maximal simple face of ~-. It follows that/c(~)=ko for ~-ECg(K~). In particular, this proves the last statement of the lemma. It also follows that, for each outer subfacet of C~(K~), its vertices simple in ~ form a ko-or (ko -1 )-face.
Next, let ~ be a facet of ~\~n(K0). If ~ has no outer vertices of ~\~n(Ko), then, clearly,/C(~) ~<k0. If ~ has outer vertices of ~\~n(K0), then, as in case ko = 0, the facet ~ has an outer subfacet F containing all these outer vertices. By the above, the vertices of F simple in ~ form a ko-or (k0 -1 )-face. Therefore, by Lemma 6.3, we have /c(~)--.<ko + 1. Thus /co =ko or/Co =ko + 1, as claimed.
It remains to determine the vertex number of 2. However, this follows immediately from comparing the vertex numbers of ~n(Ko) and Cg(K~), which are equal for ko = 0, and otherwise differ by the vertex number of K0.
We have also proved:
. In 2, let ~ be a facet of C~(K~). Then the face of ~ opposite to K6 is a maximal simple face of ~.
Iterating the replacing operation
In Section 8, we have defined a replacing operation for an almost simple cubical 
.. ~o ,~ cg be the sequence arising from ~ by successive replacing operations. Then ~ is isomorphic to the boundary complex of one of the following cubical d-polytopes P.
(1) P is n-foM linearly capped (2) P is n-elementary. 
For ,~-a facet of (g(K'), Lemma 8. Coloring the subfacets of M(~-) black and those of ,Q(~) white, or vice versa, we obtain a characteristic coloring of ~-. So ~ has two characteristic colorings.
We need some more terminology. A sequence {B1 ..... Bn =B0} of k-faces of ~ is called a k-belt if every Bi intersects/~-1 and B~+I in opposite (k-1)-faces of Bi. The number n is called the length of the belt.
The characterization of ~ will be based on the following lemma.
Lemma 10.
Let ~ be a cubical (d -1)-sphere, and let qi and ql' be isomorphic cubal subcomplexes of ~ with disjoint vertex sets and such that each pair of isomorphic outer subfacets of og and ql' spans a facet ~ of ~. Then set °ll is a topological (d -1)-ball, and ~ is isomorphic to the boundary complex of a liftable polytope.
Proof. Note that o//, q/,, and the set of such facets ~ form a subcomplex of ~, where each subfacet is contained in two facets. So this is the complete complex ~. Rii+l and the singular one Sii+l.
We study {,:~/}i8=1 further, taking a characteristic coloring for each ~ E {o~}/8= 1. However, the colors on the common subfacets o~/n ~/+1 need not agree, but this can be attained by choosing the colorings appropriately. In fact, as is easily seen from In order to specify the colors of the other subfacets of {~/}8=~, we call a face of {~i}i=l~ 8 an nl-face if it does not lie in any -,~/N~+l for 1 ~<i~<8. An M-face of and an n/-face of o~/+1 are said to be equivalent if they intersect ~/n~/+l in the same face. Transitivity makes this an equivalence relation on the set of n/-faces of .r~ ~8
t iJi=l" B 8 Note that { i}i=l is an equivalence class of nl-faces. Moreover, the equivalence class of an nl-face forms a belt of length 8. In fact, this is true for the nl-edges {Bin T}/8=1, and so it is true for each nl-face of {Bi}8=l C ~. It is also true for each of the two {~i}i=l.
n/-subfacets containing some Bi, and so it is finally true for each nl-face of ~ 8
The black nl-subfacets of ~1 are those intersecting the black ~ n ~2 in a regular (d -3)-face, and the same is true for ~2. Therefore, equivalent nl-subfacets of ~ and ~2 have the same color. Repeating this argument, we see that equivalent nl-subfacets of ~ 8 {~i}i=l have the same color. Now we use this coloring of ~ 8 {2i}i=1 to find further facets of~. Let F1 CA, F2 C ~2, and F3 C ~3 be equivalent black nl-subfacets. Then both F1 NF2 and F2 NF3 are regular. Thus, letting ol/0 be the other facet containing F2, we see that q/o also contains F1 and F3. This means that each pair of equivalent black nl-subfacets of ~ and ~3 spans a facet of ~.
Let q/ be the complex formed by these facets together with o~1,~2, and ~3. We show q/to be cubal. The assumption on ~ yields that ~ has a pair of opposite black subfacets, which must be nl-subfacets, since ~1 n ~2 and ~ N ~8 have different colors. Clearly, the equivalent nl-subfacets of ~3 are also opposite black nl-subfacets of ~3.
Thus, there are facets ~//l,q/2 Eq/ such that {~1,0ffl,O~3,O//2} is a belt. Hence, ~ and have no common vertex. Therefore, 4, ~-2, and ~3 form a cubal complex. Any other facet of og joins equivalent n/-subfacets of ~ and ~3, and so q/is in fact cubal.
We find other cubal subcomplexes of ~ in the same way. Taking o~5, ~6, ~-7, and the facets spanned by equivalent black n/-subfacets of ~5 and o~7, we obtain a cubal complex y/i. Moreover, taking ~7, "~8, ~1 or ~3, ~4, ~5 and using white n/-subfacets, we obtain cubal complexes ~ and f/, respectively. Now we show that ~//and ~//t satisfy the conditions of Lemma 10.1. We first prove that q/and q/~ have no common vertices. Otherwise, let v be such a common vertex, so that vE(o~ U~3)N(~sU~-7). Since o~1 and ~7 belong to ~, they are disjoint, and so are o~3 and ~5. Thus v E ~ N o~5 or v E ~-3 N ~7, say v E ~3 M ~-7. As shown above, ~3 has a pair of opposite black n/-subfacets U3 and U~, and we may assume v E/-/3. The equivalent n/-subfacets of ~ are denoted by U~ and U(, respectively, and U1 and U3 span a facet q/o of 0g. Likewise, o~7 has a pair of opposite white n/-subfacets, so that v lies in a white n/-subfacet V7 of ~-7. The equivalent n/-subfacet of o~ is denoted by V1, and V~ and 117 span a facet "~0 of ~/'. Then V~ ¢ U~, U( because of their different colors, hence U~ N V1 is a (d-3)-face and is singular. On the other hand, U~ N V~ C ~//0 n ~0, and also v E 0//0 N ~0. Thus ~'0 N U0 is a subfacet, hence U1 n VII is contained only in the facets ~1, q/0, ~0, and so is regular. This contradiction shows that 0// and q/' have no common vertices.
Next, we construct an isomorphism between the complexes ~// and q/~. Note that ~8 induces an isomorphism q~ between ~1 and ~7, and ~4 induces an isomorphism q¢ between ~3 and ~, where isomorphic nl-faces are equivalent nl-faces. Moreover, {~'i}i=1 forms a belt of length 8, black since each class of equivalent nl-faces of ~ 8 nl-subfacets of ~ and ~3 spanning a facet of ~/ are mapped onto black nl-subfacets of ~7 and o~5 spanning a facet of ~//'. The same is true for the black subfacets of ~1 and ~3 spanning the facet ~ of q/. Thus ~p and ~o ~ induce an isomorphism between ~// and q/~. It remains to show that isomorphic outer subfacets of q/and ol/i span a facet of ~. This is true for the outer subfacets lying in 4, ~3, ~5, or ~7, since they are white. Any other outer subfacet Uo of q/belongs to some facet q/o of ¢//intersecting 4 in a black subfacet U1, and Uo must intersect 4 in a singular (d -3)-face $1 C U1. Thus 4 has a white subfacet V1 with S1 = U1 A V1. The corresponding isomorphic faces of ¢//1 are the other subfacet U~ of the facet q/~, the black subfacet U7 of ~7, the singular (d -3)-face $7, and the white subfacet V7 of ~-7. Let ~0 be the facet spanned by V1 and/I7, and let Vo be its subfacet spanned by S1 and $7. 
M(~') contains only pairs of opposite subfacets
The following lemma shows that this case cannot occur. complex formed by these facets together with ~ ..... ~4. It is easily seen that q/ is cubal.
Using B~ and o~/ instead of Bi and 4, we obtain a cubal subcomplex q/' of ¢~.
We remark that Lemma 2.1 together with the hypothesis of our indirect proof implies that set o// is not a topological (d-1)-ball.
Since ~ has no simple vertices, each ~/has a pair of opposite white subfacets, which must be nl-subfacets. Note that each o~/ has the same number of white nl-subfacets. We distinguish two cases according to this number.
Case 1: Each facet ~ has at least two pairs of opposite white nl-subfacets.
In this case, we use Lemma 10.1 to complete the proof. First, we correlate q/and °//'. Note that ~f/ intersects ~/and ~/' in subfacets F/ and F/, respectively, and so induces an isomorphism ~0i between o~ and o~/. It is easily seen that q~i and q)i, for i C j, map equivalent nl-faces onto equivalent nl-faces, which we need later. Now F/ is white, since F,. We show next that q/ and o/// satisfy the conditions of Lemma 10.1. To find an isomorphism between q/ and q/~, recall that above isomorphisms (Pl and ~o3 map equivalent nl-subfacets onto equivalent nl-subfacets, and isomorphic subfacets have the same color. Hence black subfacets of ~1 and ~3 spanning a facet of q/ are mapped onto black subfacets of ~t and ~3 ~ spanning a facet of q/~. Thus go1 and go3 induce an isomorphism between q/and ~.
It remains to show that isomorphic outer subfacets of q/and q/~ span a facet of ~. By the above, this is true for the outer subfacets lying in 4, O~lt, o~3, or ~3', since they are white. For others pairs of isomorphic outer subfacets, this is shown as in the proof of Lemma 11.1.
Thus og and q/' satisfy the conditions of Lemma 10.1, whence set q/ must be a topological (d-1)-ball. However, this contradicts the above remark.
Case 2: Each facet ~ has only one pair of opposite white nl-subfacets. Then, clearly, the cubal complex q/ is isomorphic to the boundary complex of a d-cube, where two opposite facets have been removed, say ~¢1 and ~¢2. This means that the facets of ~ not lying in q/ form two complexes q/1 and q/2 such that set q/i is a topological (d-1)-ball for i=1,2, and the outer faces of °//i coincide with the faces of ~1i. Thus adding to q/kJ q/1 the (d-1)-cube d2 as a new facet, we obtain an object 2, which is also a cubical (d-1)-sphere. Clearly, the vertices of ~¢2 are d-valent vertices of 2, and all the other vertices of ~ remain (d + l)-valent. Thus is almost simple and has a facet ~¢2 with only simple vertices. Lemma 9.1 implies that is n-fold linearly capped, for some n ~> 0. Hence ~ has simple vertices not lying in ~12, which is impossible. [] This completes our proof. In fact, Lemmas 9.1, 11.1, and 12.1 yield Theorem 1'.
